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George Orwell was a much-respected English novelist, who wrote some of the
finest pieces in literary criticism, It got published in August 1945. His work is
animal farm The fiction based on Farm animals, the author has named them too.
Such as Major (a majestic-looking pig), 3-dogs (Bluebell, Jessie, and Pincher),
many hens, pigeons, ducklings, sheeps and cows. Two horses, Boxer and
Clover. Amongst them, Major is their leader. He wanted to speak on the nature of
life on this earth and How any animal is now living. Animals complain that despite
their hard labour, why then do they continue in the misrable condition They also
com-plain about human beings that they use to steal nearly the whole of their
produce. Their main enemy is - Man. The book narrates about the agony of illtreated farm animals. 1984 George Orwell is the pen name of the author, Eric
Arthur Blair. He was an English essayist, novelist, journalist and critic. His
writings are based on social criticism, anti-Fascism, anarchism. The story behind
its title is also very interesting, when Orwell finished this novel in 1948, this title
was chosen simply as the inversion of this year. So, at last, in the story, there is a
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celebration of massive victory of Okeanias over Eurasian armies in Africa. Also,
Winston accepted that he loves Big Brother. How this happened What were the
circumstances Winston refused to love Julia How this political storm took place
For all, the story reveals step by step in an interesting manner. A mind-blowing
novel of that time and forever.
Living in a "perfect" world without social ills, a boy approaches the time when he
will receive a life assignment from the Elders, but his selection leads him to a
mysterious man known as the Giver, who reveals the dark secrets behind the
utopian facade.
Now a Netflix film starring and directed by Chiwetel Ejiofor, this is a gripping
memoir of survival and perseverance about the heroic young inventor who
brought electricity to his Malawian village. When a terrible drought struck William
Kamkwamba's tiny village in Malawi, his family lost all of the season's crops,
leaving them with nothing to eat and nothing to sell. William began to explore
science books in his village library, looking for a solution. There, he came up with
the idea that would change his family's life forever: he could build a windmill.
Made out of scrap metal and old bicycle parts, William's windmill brought
electricity to his home and helped his family pump the water they needed to farm
the land. Retold for a younger audience, this exciting memoir shows how, even in
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a desperate situation, one boy's brilliant idea can light up the world. Complete
with photographs, illustrations, and an epilogue that will bring readers up to date
on William's story, this is the perfect edition to read and share with the whole
family.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NEWBERY MEDAL WINNER •
NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER Dig deep in this award-winning, modern
classic that will remind readers that adventure is right around the corner--or just
under your feet! Stanley Yelnats is under a curse. A curse that began with his nogood-dirty-rotten-pig-stealing-great-great-grandfather and has since followed
generations of Yelnatses. Now Stanley has been unjustly sent to a boys’
detention center, Camp Green Lake, where the boys build character by spending
all day, every day digging holes exactly five feet wide and five feet deep. There is
no lake at Camp Green Lake. But there are an awful lot of holes. It doesn’t take
long for Stanley to realize there’s more than character improvement going on at
Camp Green Lake. The boys are digging holes because the warden is looking for
something. But what could be buried under a dried-up lake? Stanley tries to dig
up the truth in this inventive and darkly humorous tale of crime and
punishment—and redemption. "A smart jigsaw puzzle of a novel." —New York
Times *Includes a double bonus: an excerpt from Small Steps, the follow-up to
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Holes, as well as an excerpt from the New York Times bestseller Fuzzy Mud.
"World class targeted revision and practice, with lots of specific tips and tricks on
how to excel in the exam."JohnDabell, Teach Secondary magazine New
combined revision and practice books for Animal Farmto get you top marks in
your GCSE English Literature essays.Introducing our study guides, specifically
written to support your revision for the closed book AQA GCSE English Literature
examination. Each study guide is written by experts in teaching English and uses
an active, stepped approach to revision to maximise learning. This study guide
covers the chronology of the text and focuses on key events, characters, themes,
context, language and structure to help you demonstrate your knowledge and
understanding and achieve higher marks. With loads exam-style practice
questions (and answers) you can't go wrong! Books in this series cover the
following: Paper 1 Section A - Shakespeare (Romeo and Juliet, Macbeth) Paper
1 Section B - Nineteenth-century novel (The Sign of Four, A Christmas Carol,
The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde) Paper 2 Section A - Modern texts
(Blood Brothers, An Inspector Calls,Animal Farm, Lord of the Flies) Paper 2
Sections B and C - Poetry (Love and Relationshipsanthology, Power and
Conflictanthology and Unseen) The accompanying app uses cutting-edge
technology to help you revise on-the-go to: Use the free, personalised digital
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revision planner and get stuck into the quick tests to check your understanding
Download our free revision cards which you can save to your phone to help you
revise on the go Implement 'active' revision techniques - giving you lots of tips
and tricks to help the knowledge sink in Active revision is easy with the following
features included throughout the study guides: Snap it!Read it, snap it on your
phone, revise it...helps you retain key facts Nail it!Authoritative essential tips and
guidance to help you understand what's required in the AQA exam Do it!Short
activities to consolidate your knowledge and understanding of the text Stretch
it!Support for the really tough stuff that will get you higher grades Define
it!Definitions of unfamiliar language in the text and important subject terminology
During the Cold War, freedom of expression was vaunted as liberal democracy’s
most cherished possession—but such freedom was put in service of a hidden
agenda. In The Cultural Cold War, Frances Stonor Saunders reveals the
extraordinary efforts of a secret campaign in which some of the most vocal
exponents of intellectual freedom in the West were working for or subsidized by
the CIA—whether they knew it or not. Called "the most comprehensive account
yet of the [CIA’s] activities between 1947 and 1967" by the New York Times, the
book presents shocking evidence of the CIA’s undercover program of cultural
interventions in Western Europe and at home, drawing together declassified
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documents and exclusive interviews to expose the CIA’s astonishing campaign
to deploy the likes of Hannah Arendt, Isaiah Berlin, Leonard Bernstein, Robert
Lowell, George Orwell, and Jackson Pollock as weapons in the Cold War.
Translated into ten languages, this classic work—now with a new preface by the
author—is "a real contribution to popular understanding of the postwar period"
(The Wall Street Journal), and its story of covert cultural efforts to win hearts and
minds continues to be relevant today.
Based on his experiences as a policeman in Burma, George Orwell's first novel is set
during the end days of British colonialism, when Burma is ruled from Delhi as part of
British India.
Homage to Catalonia is George Orwell's account of the Spanish Civil War. It was the
last and most mature of Orwell's documentary books.
Embarking on your first solo road trip. Receiving a special surprise that arrives out of
the blue. Finding a sudden flash of inspiration that sets you on a wondrous new path.
When we think about the moments that stand out in our memory, it's clear that our
minds hold onto the unusual or unexpected. By tapping into students' innate curiosity,
you can design memorable, meaningful learning experiences that captivate their
interest and ignite their imaginations. Structured around four key elements that fuel
engagement-surprise, curiosity, freedom, and inspiration-Keeping the Wonder offers
practical strategies and abundant inspiration for K-12 educators to create lessons that
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are fun and compelling. Combining enchanting anecdotes, real-world experience, and a
wealth of research, the authors share their collective expertise as educators and
founders of the innovative Keeping the Wonder workshop. In this dynamic handbook,
Jenna, Ashley, Abby, and Staci offer a fresh approach to learning through the lens of
wonder. By providing creative ideas for switching up standard lesson plans in ways
both subtle and profound, they show us how to recapture our fascination with the world
by employing all of our senses, and enhance engagement and critical thinking for
students and teachers alike. Endorsements Before reading Keeping the Wonder, I saw
my social studies classroom for what it was: brick walls, desks, and a few colorful
posters. Today, I see magic seeping through the cracks of every space. Keeping the
Wonder reignited my passion for student engagement and learning with every turn of
the page. -Dr. Jacob Bauer Zebley, high school social studies teacher and 2015 Cecil
County Teacher of the Year From personal stories, practical advice, and researchbased strategies, Keeping the Wonder is a book you will reach for time and again. After
reading, you'll start looking not just at your own classroom and curriculum through the
lens of wonder, but the world around you. A must read for any teacher who is looking to
bring that sense of curiosity and love of learning back into their classroom. -Caitlin
Mitchell and Jessica Cannata, cofounders of EB Academics and bestselling authors of
The Empowered ELA Teacher
Derived from a Buddhist funerary text, this famous volume's timeless wisdom includes
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instructions for attaining enlightenment, preparing for the process of dying, and moving
through the various stages of rebirth.
TEACH YOUR STUDENTS TO READ LIKE CHAMPIONS—WITH RIGOR,
INDEPENDENCE, PRECISION, AND INSIGHT The world we are preparing our
students to succeed in is one bound together by words and phrases. Our students learn
their literature, history, math, science, or art via a firm foundation of strong reading
skills. When we teach students to read with precision, rigor, and insight, we are truly
handing over the key to the kingdom. Of all the subjects we teach reading is first among
equals. Grounded in advice from effective classrooms nationwide, enhanced with more
than 40 video clips, Reading Reconsidered takes you into the trenches with actionable
guidance from real-life educators and instructional champions. The authors address the
anxiety-inducing world of Common Core State Standards, distilling from those
standards four key ideas that help hone teaching practices both generally and in
preparation for assessments. This 'Core of the Core' comprises the first half of the book
and instructs educators on how to teach students to: read harder texts, 'closely read'
texts rigorously and intentionally, read nonfiction more effectively, and write more
effectively in direct response to texts. The second half of Reading Reconsidered
reinforces these principles, coupling them with the 'fundamentals' of reading
instruction—a host of techniques and subject specific tools to reconsider how teachers
approach such essential topics as vocabulary, interactive reading, and student
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autonomy. Reading Reconsidered breaks an overly broad issue into clear, easy-toimplement approaches. Filled with practical tools, including: 44 video clips of exemplar
teachers demonstrating the techniques and principles in their classrooms (note: for
online access of this content, please visit my.teachlikeachampion.com) Recommended
book lists Downloadable tips and templates on key topics like reading nonfiction,
vocabulary instruction, and literary terms and definitions. Reading Reconsidered
provides the framework necessary for teachers to ensure that students forge futures as
lifelong readers.
George Orwell’s celebrated novella, Animal Farm, is a biting, allegorical, political satire
on totalitarianism in general and Stalinism in particular. One of the most famous works
in modern English literature, it is a telling comment on Soviet Russia under Stalin’s
brutal dictatorship based on a cult of personality which was enforced through a reign of
terror. The book tells a seemingly simple story of farm animals who rebel against their
master in the hope of stopping their exploitation at the hand of humans and creating a
society where animals would be equal, free and happy. Ultimately, however, the
rebellion is betrayed and the farm ends up in a state as bad as it was before. The novel
thus demonstrates how easily good intentions can be subverted into tyranny.Orwell has
himself said that it was the first book in which he had tried, with full consciousness of
what he was doing, ‘to fuse political purpose and artistic purpose into one whole.’ The
book was first published in England in 1945, and has since then remained a favourite
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with readers all over the world, and has consistently been included in all prestigious
bestseller lists for the past many years.

"A 22-volume, highly illustrated, A-Z general encyclopedia for all ages, featuring
sections on how to use World Book, other research aids, pronunciation key, a
student guide to better writing, speaking, and research skills, and comprehensive
index"-A Practical Guide to Teaching English in the Secondary School offers
straightforward advice, inspiration and a wide range of tried and tested
approaches to help you find success in the secondary English classroom.
Covering all aspects of English teaching, it is designed for you to dip in and out
of, and enable you to focus on specific areas of teaching, your programme or
pupils’ learning. Fully updated to reflect what student and early career teachers
see and experience when they enter the classroom, the second edition supports
trainee and practicing teachers to teach in imaginative and creative ways to
promote learning in English. Packed with ideas, resources, practical teaching
activities and underpinned by the latest research into how children learn, the
book examines the core areas of reading, writing and spoken English including: •
Plays, poetry, non-fiction, myths and legends, drama and Shakespeare •
Developing writing • Creative grammar • Talk and classroom dialogue • Media
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and digital writing • English across the curriculum • Well-being through writing •
Literature and language post-16. Including tools to support critical reflection, A
Practical Guide to Teaching English in the Secondary School is an essential
companion for all training and newly qualified English teachers.
The original CliffsNotes study guides offer expert commentary on major themes,
plots, characters, literary devices, and historical background. The latest
generation of titles in this series also feature glossaries and visual elements that
complement the classic, familiar format. Piqued by a dare, Angelou wrote this
first book as an exercise in autobiography as art—and succeeded. Her novel is a
story of the difficulties of black women and the eventual victory of spirit that
comes from being a soulful fighter. CliffsNotes on I Know Why the Caged Bird
Sings helps you explore this tale of rebirth, self-worth, and dignity. This concise
supplement helps you understand the overall structure of the novel, actions and
motivations of the characters, and the social and cultural perspectives of the
author. Features that help you study include A close look at the author's life
which offers insight into her writing A list of characters and their descriptions
Summaries and commentaries, chapter by chapter Critical assessments of the
novel and the television movie adaptation Glossaries to help you fully understand
the novel Critical essays on women in the novel and Southern Fundamentalism A
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review section that tests your knowledge, and suggested essay topics Classic
literature or modern-day treasure—you'll understand it all with expert information
and insight from CliffsNotes study guides.
Philip Allan Literature Guides (for GCSE) provide exam-focused analysis of
popular set texts to give students the very best chance of achieving the highest
grades possible. Designed to be used throughout the course or as revision
before the exam, this full colour text provides: - a thorough commentary, outlining
the plot and structure and exploring the themes, style, characters and context of
the text - exemplar A*- and C-grade answers to exam-style questions, with
examiner's comments, exam and essay-writing advice - the assessment
objectives for each exam board, highlighting the specific skills that students need
to develop - 'Grade booster' boxes with tips on how to move between grades 'Pause for thought' boxes to make students consider their own opinions on the
text - Key quotations to memorise and use in the exams AND free access to a
website with further revision aids, including interactive quizzes, blogs, a forum for
students to share their ideas, useful web links, plus additional exam-style
questions and answers with examiner's comments and expert advice.
A respected resource for decades, the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals has been updated by a committee of experts, taking into consideration
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input from the scientific and laboratory animal communities and the public at
large. The Guide incorporates new scientific information on common laboratory
animals, including aquatic species, and includes extensive references. It is
organized around major components of animal use: Key concepts of animal care
and use. The Guide sets the framework for the humane care and use of
laboratory animals. Animal care and use program. The Guide discusses the
concept of a broad Program of Animal Care and Use, including roles and
responsibilities of the Institutional Official, Attending Veterinarian and the
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Animal environment, husbandry,
and management. A chapter on this topic is now divided into sections on
terrestrial and aquatic animals and provides recommendations for housing and
environment, husbandry, behavioral and population management, and more.
Veterinary care. The Guide discusses veterinary care and the responsibilities of
the Attending Veterinarian. It includes recommendations on animal procurement
and transportation, preventive medicine (including animal biosecurity), and
clinical care and management. The Guide addresses distress and pain
recognition and relief, and issues surrounding euthanasia. Physical plant. The
Guide identifies design issues, providing construction guidelines for functional
areas; considerations such as drainage, vibration and noise control, and
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environmental monitoring; and specialized facilities for animal housing and
research needs. The Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals provides
a framework for the judgments required in the management of animal facilities.
This updated and expanded resource of proven value will be important to
scientists and researchers, veterinarians, animal care personnel, facilities
managers, institutional administrators, policy makers involved in research issues,
and animal welfare advocates.
Air Emissions from Animal Feeding Operations: Current Knowledge, Future
Needs discusses the need for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to
implement a new method for estimating the amount of ammonia, nitrous oxide,
methane, and other pollutants emitted from livestock and poultry farms, and for
determining how these emissions are dispersed in the atmosphere. The
committee calls for the EPA and the U.S. Department of Agriculture to establish a
joint council to coordinate and oversee short - and long-term research to estimate
emissions from animal feeding operations accurately and to develop mitigation
strategies. Their recommendation was for the joint council to focus its efforts first
on those pollutants that pose the greatest risk to the environment and public
health.
"Grammar is the tool that makes reading, writing, and day-to-day conversation possible.
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In [this book], English teacher and educational blogger Lauralee Moss delivers
grammar lessons and exercises specifically designed to reinforce what sixth-, seventh-,
and eighth-graders are learning in the classroom. From identifying basic parts of
speech, to understanding sentence structure, to using punctuation correctly, this book
will help kids master the rules of grammar so they can become confident writers and
speakers." -- Back cover.
First Edition - No longer available
Golding’s iconic 1954 novel, now with a new foreword by Lois Lowry, remains one of
the greatest books ever written for young adults and an unforgettable classic for
readers of any age. This edition includes a new Suggestions for Further Reading by
Jennifer Buehler. At the dawn of the next world war, a plane crashes on an uncharted
island, stranding a group of schoolboys. At first, with no adult supervision, their freedom
is something to celebrate. This far from civilization they can do anything they want.
Anything. But as order collapses, as strange howls echo in the night, as terror begins its
reign, the hope of adventure seems as far removed from reality as the hope of being
rescued.
Avi charts the turning points in seven young lives in this extraordinary collection of short
stories. In the overlapping years when childhood and adolescence blend and shift like
waves and sand, nothing is certain and everything is changing. Now award-winning
author Avi creates seven astonishing portraits of life in the middle-school years. In
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these stories you will meet, among others, William, of "What Do Fish Have to Do with
Anything?" who wonders why he shouldn't ask questions that have no answers. Is it
because he might discover the truth? A minister's son, the baddest of the bad, is dared
to be good in "The Goodness of Matt Kaizer." And in the chilling tale, "Pets," Eve is
haunted by the ghosts of her cats. Always with a surprise built in, an angle unseen,
these are stories that step just beyond the edge of the everyday.
Perhaps only the animals can tell us what it is to be human The souls of ten animals
caught up in human conflicts over the last century and connected to both famous and
little-known writers in surprising ways tell their astonishing stories of life and death. In a
trench on the Western Front, a cat recalls her owner Colette's theatrical antics in Paris.
In Nazi Germany, a dog seeks enlightenment. A Russian tortoise once owned by the
Tolstoys drifts in space during the Cold War. During the Siege of Sarajevo, a starving
bear tells a fairy tale. And a dolphin sent to Iraq by the U.S. Navy writes a letter to
Sylvia Plath. Exquisitely written, playful, and poignant, Ceridwen Dovey's Only the
Animals is a remarkable literary achievement by one of our brightest young writers. An
animal's-eye-view of humans at our brutal, violent worst and our creative, imaginative
best, it asks us to find our way back to empathy not only for animals but for other
people, and to believe again in the redemptive power of reading and writing fiction.
George Orwell set out ‘to make political writing into an art’, and to a wide extent this
aim shaped the future of English literature – his descriptions of authoritarian regimes
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helped to form a new vocabulary that is fundamental to understanding totalitarianism.
While 1984 and Animal Farm are amongst the most popular classic novels in the
English language, this new series of Orwell’s essays seeks to bring a wider selection of
his writing on politics and literature to a new readership. In Why I Write, the first in the
Orwell’s Essays series, Orwell describes his journey to becoming a writer, and his
movement from writing poems to short stories to the essays, fiction and non-fiction we
remember him for. He also discusses what he sees as the ‘four great motives for
writing’ – ‘sheer egoism’, ‘aesthetic enthusiasm’, ‘historical impulse’ and ‘political
purpose’ – and considers the importance of keeping these in balance. Why I Write is a
unique opportunity to look into Orwell’s mind, and it grants the reader an entirely
different vantage point from which to consider the rest of the great writer’s oeuvre. 'A
writer who can – and must – be rediscovered with every age.' — Irish Times
The Closing of the American Mind, a publishing phenomenon in hardcover, is now a paperback
literary event. In this acclaimed number one national best-seller, one of our country's most
distinguished political philosophers argues that the social/political crisis of 20th-century
America is really an intellectual crisis. Allan Bloom's sweeping analysis is essential to
understanding America today. It has fired the imagination of a public ripe for change.
Using the teaching of John Milton as a case study, this book describes how a university
English professor teaches an undergraduate course over a semester. Employing a 'situated
learning' model, the author describes the details of literary learning and student development.
Easy to use in the classroom or as a tool for revision, Oxford Literature Companions provide
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student-friendly analysis of a range of popular GCSE set texts. Each book offers a lively,
engaging approach to the text, covering characters, themes, language and contexts, whilst
also providing a range of varied and in-depth activities to deepen understanding and
encourage close work with the text. Each book also includes a comprehensive Skills and
Practice section, which provides detailed advice on assessment and a bank of exam-style
questions and annotated sample student answers. This guide covers Animal Farm by George
Orwell.
This beloved book by E. B. White, author of Stuart Little and The Trumpet of the Swan, is a
classic of children's literature that is "just about perfect." Illustrations in this ebook appear in
vibrant full color on a full-color device and in rich black-and-white on all other devices. Some
Pig. Humble. Radiant. These are the words in Charlotte's Web, high up in Zuckerman's barn.
Charlotte's spiderweb tells of her feelings for a little pig named Wilbur, who simply wants a
friend. They also express the love of a girl named Fern, who saved Wilbur's life when he was
born the runt of his litter. E. B. White's Newbery Honor Book is a tender novel of friendship,
love, life, and death that will continue to be enjoyed by generations to come. It contains
illustrations by Garth Williams, the acclaimed illustrator of E. B. White's Stuart Little and Laura
Ingalls Wilder's Little House series, among many other books.
Deepen appreciation and understanding of Orwell's classic novel with engaging images that
reinforce the concepts of literature and aid preparation for the CSEC English B examination. Build understanding of the novel through images, text and Directed Reading Thinking Activities
(DRTA) that work together and are ideal for use across all secondary grades. - Improve and
practise essay-writing skills using CSEC-style essay questions, guidance on essay writing
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skills and an annotated sample essay. - Check understanding of the social concerns and
character development of the novel by answering the guided reading questions. - Build literary
knowledge with the section on stylistics which explores the effectiveness of the writer's craft. Deepen literary knowledge with background notes and explanations. Not available for sale in
Jamaica, St Vincent and The Grenadines.
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